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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The “Federal Aid Highway Act of 1968” directed the establishment a national bridge
inspection program. Accordingly, the Minnesota Department of Transportation, Metro
Division Bridge Inspection Unit conducted an annual inspection of Bridge # 9340 over the
Mississippi River at Minneapolis, MN. The bridge also crosses over several roadways,
Minnesota Commercial Railroad tracks, & parking lots.
Constructed in 1967, the bridge has 14 spans, with a total length of 1,907 feet. The split deck
has three through lanes each direction with acceleration/deceleration lanes and 2 ft.
shoulders. The bridge deck widens at the north end to accommodate on & off ramps, and
curves slightly at the south end. Spans #6 - 8, the main river spans, are “Fracture Critical”
steel deck trusses. They are comprised of welded “built-up” members and are 988 ft. long.
The truss is approximately 60 ft. deep at piers #6 & 7. The two main trusses are connected
by welded floor beam trusses, which cantilever beyond the truss on both sides and support
the 27" deep rolled beam roadway stringers. At each end of the main truss spans, the truss
supports the adjacent approach spans with a unique “crossbeam” configuration. The
approach span beams frame into a “crossbeam”, which is supported by rocker bearings on
the cantilever truss ends. Spans #1 - 5 & 9 - 11, the approach spans, have 48" deep, welded
plate beams, which transition into 33" deep welded & rolled steel beams. Connections are
riveted. Spans #12 - 14, the far north spans, are cast-in-place concrete voided slabs.
Due to several factors, including mist from nearby St. Anthony Falls, the bridge deck
frequently ices over and becomes quite treacherous. In 1999, an automated de-icing system
was installed on the deck with spray nozzles installed in the deck and railings. The systems
controls and storage tanks are located on the north end just off the freeway entrance ramp
from East University to South I-35W.
•

If bridge replacement is significantly delayed, the bridge should be re-decked. The design
of the main river spans do not allow for deck widening. Any re-decking contract should
also include a complete re-painting of the superstructure, elimination of the hinge joint
in span #2, and reconfiguration of the deck drainage system.

•

Every two years the plastic pigeon screens are removed on all tension and reversal
members to visually inspect the truss box girder member’s internal diaphragms. Any
questionable welding flaws discovered during this inspection were tested with magnetic
particle equipment.

•

Fatigue cracks at girder #1C (NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cutout, NE side
measures 2" (“front face”) and NW side measures 2-½" (“back face”). Fatigue cracks a
girder #3 (NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cutout, measures 1-½" (both sides).
The cracks are located in negative moment regions where the diaphragm web stiffener
was not welded to the top flange and were pervious fatigue cracks occurred and were
repaired in 1998 and 1999. These areas should be inspected next year for any
lengthening of the cracks and drilling of possible stress relief holes.

•

Span 3, stringer #7 NB, has a 1-½" crack in the web with one 2" hole drilled. It is
recommended to drill a 2" hole at the other end.
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•

During the 1998 inspection, numerous fatigue cracks were found in spans #3 - 5 and #9
- 10, the approach spans. The cracks were located in negative moment regions where the
diaphragm web stiffener was not welded to the top flange. At one location the web had
cracked through entirely. Most existing cracks were drilled out, and the fractured beam
was reinforced with bolted plates. To reduce the stress levels, the diaphragms were
lowered. Due to the widespread cracking, these areas should be inspected in-depth on an
annual basis.
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BRIDGE INSPECTION RECOMMENDATIONS
This recommendation listing refers to specific areas where fatigue cracks and other
deficiencies were located during the 2006 inspection. Bridge inspection lists these
deficiencies in the highest priority first.
Long Term Repair Recommendations
•

The long term plans for this river crossing need to be defined with replacement, redecking, etc. Due to the “Fracture Critical” configuration of the main river spans
and the problematic “crossbeam” details, and fatigue cracking in the approach
spans, eventual replacement of the entire structure would be preferable.

•

If bridge replacement is significantly delayed, the bridge should be re-decked. The
design of the main river spans do not allow for deck widening. Any re-decking
contract should also include a complete re-painting of the superstructure,
elimination of the hinge joint in span #2, and reconfiguration of the deck drainage
system.

•

Depending on the projected date of bridge replacement, the bridge deck will
eventually require a partial overlay repair contract. The expansion joints should also
be replaced.

Immediate Maintenance Recommendations
•

Every two years the plastic pigeon screens are removed on all tension and reversal
members to visually inspect the truss box girder member’s internal diaphragms. Any
questionable welding flaws discovered during this inspection were tested with
magnetic particle equipment.

•

Fatigue cracks at girder #1C (NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cutout, NE side
measures 2" (“front face”) and NW side measures 2-½" (“back face”). Fatigue
cracks a girder #3 (NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cutout, measures 1-½"
(both sides). The cracks are located in negative moment regions where the
diaphragm web stiffener was not welded to the top flange and were pervious fatigue
cracks occurred and were repaired in 1998 and 1999. These areas should be
inspected next year for any lengthening of the cracks and drilling of possible stress
relief holes.

•

Four-stringer connection bolts, all in the NBL, need replacement. At panel point
#8, stringer #2 has 2 loose bolts, and the bearing block has rotated. This will likely
require jacking the superstructure. Stringer bolts also need replacement at panel
point #8, stringer #4, south side, and at panel point #11, stringer #3.

•

Several strip seal joints are leaking. The glands have ripped or pulled out. Attempts
were made to replace these joints during the 1998 repair contract, but the steel
extrusions, which anchor the gland, had severe corrosion, and new glands could not
be installed. Instead, a new product was used at the, SBL, south abutment. This
utilized a hot pour seal with wire mesh reinforcing. The final product looks similar
to a strip seal gland. We should monitor this joint to see how well this new gland
repair performs, and consider using it at other locations.
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•

The rubber “skirts” sections above the truss end rockers, installed in 1999, tend to
fill with debris. These should be flushed out annually. The horizontal drain troughs
at pier #6 have inadequate slope, and are clogged.

Areas of Concern - Future Inspections
•

Span 3, stringer #7 NB, has a 1-½" crack in the web with one 2" hole drilled. It is
recommended to drill a 2" hole at the other end.

•

During the 1998 inspection, numerous fatigue cracks were found in spans #3 - 5
and #9 - 10, the approach spans. The cracks were located in negative moment
regions where the diaphragm web stiffener was not welded to the top flange. At one
location the web had cracked through entirely. Most existing cracks were drilled out,
and the fractured beam was reinforced with bolted plates. To reduce the stress
levels, the diaphragms were lowered. Due to the widespread cracking, these areas
should be inspected in-depth on an annual basis.

•

The truss end rocker bearings & main truss bearings should be measured for
movement during each annual inspection. The truss end floor beams & approach
end “crossbeams” should be closely inspected. They have section loss, had flaking
rust & fatigue cracks (open finger joint).

•

The hinge joint in span #2 is locked in full expansion several beam-ends are
contacting, and the hinge bearings are “frozen” and no longer functioning.
Consequently, pier #1 has tipped slightly to the north, and the south abutment
bearings are in full contraction. This area should be thoroughly inspected.

For information that is more detailed and recommendations, please refer to the appropriate
sections in the text of the report.
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BRIDGE DESCRIPTION
Bridge #9340 was constructed in 1967, and has 14 spans, with a total length of 1,907 feet.
The split deck has three through lanes each direction & also acceleration/deceleration lanes.
The shoulders are only 2 ft. wide. The bridge deck widens at the north end to accommodate
on & off ramps, and curves slightly at the south end.
Spans #6 - 8 are “Fracture Critical” steel deck trusses, comprised of “built-up” welded
members. Steel deck truss spans are 988 ft long. Span #7 is 456 ft. long. The truss is
approximately 60 ft. deep at piers #6 & 7. The two main trusses are connected by welded
floor beam trusses, which cantilever beyond the truss on both sides, and support the 27"
deep rolled beams roadway stringers.
At each end of the main truss spans, the truss supports the adjacent approach spans with a
unique “crossbeam” configuration, (open finger joint). The approach span beams frame into
a “crossbeam”, which is supported by rocker bearings on the cantilever truss ends. Spans #1
- 5 & 9 - 11, the approach spans, have 48" deep welded plate beams, which transition into
33" deep welded & rolled steel beams. The connections are riveted. Spans #12 - 14, the far
north spans, are cast-in-place concrete voided slabs.
Due to several factors, including mist from nearby St. Anthony Falls, the bridge deck
frequently ices over and becomes quite treacherous. In 1999, an automated de-icing system
was installed on the deck, with spray nozzles installed in the deck and railings. Control room
is located at the northwest approach corner.

BRIDGE DECK: NBI CONDITION CODE 5
Split deck has 3 through lanes each direction, with acceleration/deceleration lanes. Shoulders
are only 2 ft. wide. A low slump concrete overlay, with numerous full-depth deck repairs,
was placed on the deck in 1978. In 1998, the median copings were replaced with steel stayin-place forms, and the exterior copings were patched with shot-crete.
Wearing Surface: Overlay has some minor spalls and patched areas around the finger
joints, and 3,000 LF of transverse cracks, sealed in 1998. The overlay has several patched
areas, and some spalls. Additional patching is typically required each year. A partial chaining
of the northbound deck in 1998 found 1,665 SF of delamination & 47 SF of spall. In 1999,
the Federal Highway Administration conducted a ground penetrating radar survey, using the
experimental “HERMES” system. The radar survey found the overlay to have 6.14%
delamination. [2001] Overlay has 15,250 SF of concrete repair patches.
Structural Slab: Underside of the deck has a moderate amount of transverse leaching
cracks, with some areas of leaching map cracks & spalling, particularly in the south approach
spans. In 1998, the median coping overhangs were replaced with steel stay-in-place forms,
and the exterior copings were repaired with shotcrete. During the median slab removal, the
bays adjacent to the median were damaged - some of the “stool” concrete along the stringers
& beams has spalled off with exposed rebar; and in some locations, the spalling extends into
the underside of the deck. [2001] Structural slab has 1,200 SF full depth repair patches.
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Open Finger Expansion Joints: Deck has three open finger joints, one above the hinge
joint in span #2, & one at each end of the truss spans. In 1999, rubber “skirts” were installed
below the truss end finger joints & the drain troughs were removed.
Strip Seal Expansion Joints: Strip seal, type “H” joints at the abutments, pier #11, and at
five stringer joints in the main truss spans. These were installed in 1978. Strip seal glands
have pulled out, with joints leaking, in several locations. Steel extrusions, which anchor the
glands, have severe section loss, making gland replacement impossible. In 1998, the south
abutment, SBL, gland was patched using an experimental system. Hot poured seal with wire
mesh reinforcement.
Poured Deck Joints: The deck has several transverse poured joints, from staged deck
construction. All of these joints are leaching below; & at some joints the deck is spalling
below.
Exterior Railings: The original exterior code #12 railings were retrofit in 1998. A 32" high
concrete face was installed in front of the existing concrete rail base. The horizontal steel
rails were removed. The curb along the railing has moderate cracking, delamination and
spalling. The curb has 800 LF reconstructed in 2001.
Median Railings: Code #22, type “J”-rail, was installed along the split median in 1998. The
railings above the truss spans have removable pre-cast concrete caps, which are intended to
prevent further corrosion damage to the superstructure below.

BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURE: NBI CONDITION CODE 4
Paint System: Bridge was originally painted with a lead base system in 1968. In 1999, the
bridge was partially re-painted with a zinc system. Areas painted included the entire
superstructure below and along the open median, and below the open finger deck joints.
Currently, the overall paint system is approximately 15% unsound. The truss members have
surface rust corrosion and pack rust at the floorbeam & sway frame connections, and there
is paint failure & surface rust corrosion in scattered locations. The floorbeam trusses &
stringer ends have surface rust corrosion at the stringer expansion joints. Some of the areas
re-painted in 1999 have severe section loss. This includes the sections of the floorbeam
trusses & sway bracing located below the median, and the truss end floor beams &
“crossbeams”, located below the open finger joints.
Main Truss Members The two steel deck trusses are comprised of “built-up” welded
members; connections include both rivets and bolts. While most truss members are welded
box beams, some tension vertical & diagonal members are welded “H” beams. The truss
members have numerous poor weld details. The vertical “H” beam truss members have
transverse welds at the floor beam connections. The box beam truss members have welded
interior stiffeners. Some of these have tack-welded tabs. Many of these tack welds have
cracked. Some box beams have tack welds, or tack welded backer bars along the interior
corners. The truss members have surface rust corrosion at the floor beam and sway frame
connections. Pack rust is forming between the connection plates. There is paint failure,
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surface rust, and section loss, flaking rust in scattered locations. The interiors of the box
members have severe pigeon debris. In 1999, screens were placed over openings in the truss
members to prevent pigeon access. This unfortunately prevents inspection of the interiors.
During the 2004 inspection, & every two years after, the plastic pigeon screens are removed
on all tension and reversal members to visually inspect the member’s internal diaphragms.
Any questionable welding flaws discovered during this inspection were tested with magnetic
particle equipment.
Floor Beam Trusses: There are 27 floorbeam trusses connecting the main deck trusses.
These trusses are comprised of rolled H-beams with welded connections. The floorbeam
trusses cantilever beyond the main truss on both sides. They are connected to the main truss,
vertical members with bolts & rivets. The floorbeam truss members have numerous poor
welding details, including plug welded web reinforcement plates, and tack welds & welded
connection plates located in tension zones. Some of the top chord splices are offset
vertically, up to ½" – from original construction. The splice plates are bent. The floorbeam
trusses below stringer joints have section loss, severe flaking rust. There is pack rust and
surface pitting at the main truss connections. In 1999, the floor beam sections below the
median were re-painted. Some areas have section loss with holes.
Stringers: There are 14 steel stringers, 27" deep rolled beams, bearing on the floorbeam
trusses. They are continuous except for five stringer expansion joints. The stringer ends have
surface rust corrosion at the expansion joints. The stringers adjacent to the median were repainted in 1999. The bolted connections to the floorbeam trusses are “working” and some
bolts are loose or missing. [2006] Fascia stringers have minor section loss, with moderate
flaking rust along the bottom flange.
Lateral & Sway Bracing: The main deck trusses have both upper and lower horizontal
diagonal bracing. There is also a vertical sway frame running below each floorbeam truss the median portion of these sway frames were re-painted in 1999, some areas have section
loss with holes. Each floorbeam truss has 2 diagonal braces, which connect the bottom
chord to stringers #4 & 11. The pinned connections on these braces are “working” and at
least one cotter pin is missing.
Truss Bearing Assemblies: The truss spans have six “geared roller-nest” bearing
assemblies, and two fixed bearing assemblies. The truss bearings have section loss, flaking &
surface rust; moderate corrosion, the bearings at piers #5 & 8 are functioning properly. They
are checked during each annual inspection. The bearings at pier #6 show no obvious signs
of movement, difficult to reach with snooper.
End Floor Beams & Crossbeams: At each end of the main truss, the multi-beam
approach spans terminate by framing into a “crossbeam”. The crossbeams are supported by
rocker bearings mounted on the cantilever truss ends. There is an open finger expansion
joint above these members, severe section loss on steel. This area was re-painted in 1998 1999, and rubber “skirts” were installed below the finger joint in an attempt to prevent
future corrosion damage.
End Floor Beams: The two end floor beams are welded plate girders. They connect the
main truss ends. The end floor beams were re-painted in 1998/1999. The sides facing the
open finger joints have extensive section loss with surface pitting at the base of the web, and
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holes in the base of the vertical stiffeners. In 1998, fatigue cracks were found in two stiffener
welds directly above the NE rocker bearing.
Crossbeams & Rocker Bearings: The two “cross-beams” are welded plate girders each
one is supported by two “rocker” bearings attached to the cantilever ends of the main truss.
These rocker bearings are built into the crossbeam web except the southeast rocker, which,
due to the bridge super-elevation, connects to the bottom flange of the crossbeam. The
crossbeams & rocker bearings were re-painted in 1998/1999. The faces exposed to the
finger joints have extensive surface pitting with some areas of severe section loss with holes
at the base of stiffeners. The rocker bearings are measured & checked for movement during
each annual inspection. All four bearings appear to be functioning. They show obvious signs
of movement.
In 1986, the southeast rocker bearing “froze”, resulting in damage to the crossbeam with
two cracked vertical web stiffeners. The rocker-bearing pin was replaced. This required
closing I - 35W and jacking up the span. The crossbeam was repaired and the cracks in the
web stiffeners were welded, crack ends drilled out, and stiffeners reinforced with angle
plates. Installing braces between the crossbeam and beams #2 & 3 also reinforced the
connection.
In 1992, a crack was found in a crossbeam stiffener weld above the northeast rocker bearing,
which was drilled out. In 1997, at the same location, a weld between a vertical & horizontal
stiffener was found cracked through entirely. Cracks were also discovered at the end of
horizontal stiffeners near the northeast & southwest rocker bearings. Strain gauges were
installed to analyze stresses, crack ends were drilled out, and installing bracing between the
crossbeam and 2 stringers reinforced the northeast connection.
Steel Multi-Beam Approach Spans (spans #1 - 5 & #9 - 11): The approach spans have
welded beams - the depth transitions from 48" to 33". Connections are riveted. The south
span has 33" deep rolled beams with welded cover plates (square ends). Spans #1 - 5 have
14 beams (with a hinge joint in span #2). In spans-#9 - 11, the deck widens from 15 to 18
beams. The fascia beams have minor section loss, with moderate flaking rust along the
bottom flange - the beams adjacent to the median were re-painted in 1999.
In 1998, fatigue cracks were found in several beam webs. These cracks were located in
negative moment regions at the top of the diaphragm connections. At one location the web
had cracked through entirely and was caused by out of plane bending in locations where the
web stiffener was not rigidly connected to the top flange. After stain gauge analysis by the
University of Minnesota, the diaphragm connections were modified. They were lowered,
using only four bolts at each connection. Most existing cracks were drilled out. Some were
too small to reach, and the fractured beam was reinforced with bolted plates.
In span #2, multi-beam approach span, there is a cantilever expansion hinge with sliding
plate bearings. The joint is closed beyond tolerable limits, possibly due to substructure
movement & pavement thrust and is no longer functioning. Some beam-ends are contacting,
and some bearing plates have tipped, preventing the joint from reopening. The hinge area,
with open finger joint above, was re-painted in 1999. The beam-ends have section loss,
moderate surface pitting.
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The north approach spans have lateral & diagonal bracing welded to the web.
Approach Span Bearings: The steel beam approach spans have a total of 90 sliding plate
bearing assemblies and 33 fixed plate bearing assemblies. The piers with fixed bearings have
expansion bearings on the fascias.
Voided Concrete Slab North Approach Spans (Spans #12 – 14): The far north approach
spans consist of cast-in-place concrete continuous “voided” slabs. They are 2 ft deep.
Northbound off ramp splits off to form Bridge #9340A. The slab rests on sliding plate
bearings at pier #11 and the north abutment. There are 29 bearing assemblies. Piers #12 &
#13 are cast directly into the slab with no bearings. These spans are in generally good
condition. Spalling along the exterior and median copings was patched with shotcrete in
1998. [2001] Light fixtures at Metal Matic Incorporated parking lot.

BRIDGE SUBSTRUCTURE: NBI CONDITION CODE 6
Abutments: The abutments have vertical cracking, with some staining from leaking deck
joints.
Truss Span Piers: Piers #6 & 7, main river span, have two concrete columns resting on a
pier wall. The west column on pier #7 has a minor vertical crack. Piers #5 & 8 have two
concrete columns connected with an upper strut. The column on pier #8 has been
reinforced with a concrete “jacket”. [2001] Underwater inspection conducted by Collins
Engineers, Inc. in 2000 found pier 7 to be in good condition with no defects of structural
significance. A 3 x 3 foot area of light scaling, with a maximum of 1" of penetration was
observed on the south side of the upstream pier nose. Collins recommends inspecting the
substructure unit at the normal 5 year inspection interval. [2004] The concrete surfaces
below the water are in good condition. Minor scaling was found above the, but not of the
quantity or depth as noted in the previous report the total area was 2 feet square and ¼"
deep penetration. No significant changes in the structure or channel condition since last
inspection by Ayres Associates.
Approach Span Piers: Piers #1 - 5 & #9 - 11, piers supporting the steel spans, consist of
concrete columns with a cap. Those adjacent to railroad tracks have lower struts. The pier
columns supporting the voided slab spans (piers #12 & 13) are cast directly into the slab
with no cap. Pier #1 has tipped slightly to the north. This is related to the hinge failure in
span #2. The east column on pier #9 has minor scrapes & spalls from a train derailment in
1969. Pier #11 has extensive shotcrete repairs from leaking deck joint above.
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OTHER BRIDGE ELEMENTS
Approach Panels: All approach panels are concrete. Each approach panel has a transverse
crack, and there are some minor spalls at the joints. The relief joints need to be resealed.
North approach, SBL and on ramp, has no relief joint. [2001] South approach panel was
scarified and a low slump overlay was installed.
Channel & Protection: NBI code #8 which is very good condition. The bridge is located
just downstream from the Lower St. Anthony Lock & falls - the flow is very turbulent. At
normal river level, clearance below the truss is approximately 60 feet. Pier #7 is the only pier
in the channel, along the east bank. Typically, the water depth along the west face is only 1 2 feet. Mn/Dot does not conduct underwater inspections. Due to the extreme turbulence,
sonar readings of the channel cross-section cannot be taken.
Signing: There is an overhead sign bridge structure running across the entire deck, mounted
on the exterior railings at truss panel point #2' at north end of truss. There is a signpost
mounted on the west railing at truss panel point #6 at south end of truss.
Guardrail: In 1998, the approach guardrails were repaired. Impact attenuator was installed
at the northbound off ramp to University Avenue. Both approach medians of I-35W & the
SE, SW corners have plate beam guardrail.
Drainage: Several deck drains drop directly into the river. The drain troughs at pier #6 have
inadequate slope, and tend to fill up with debris. In 1998-99, the drain troughs below the
arch end finger joints were removed, and replaced with rubber “skirts”. The skirt sections
above the truss end rockers tend to fill with debris. These should be flushed annually.
Slope Protection: The concrete slope paving, at both abutments, is in good condition.
Lighting: Rail mounted deck lighting, under deck lighting in span #13, and river navigation
lighting. “Metal-Matic Inc.” maintains the lighting above the parking lots in spans #11 & 12.
A light post, W 5/3 L, on the west railing, has a 6" vertical split from plow damage.
Miscellaneous: The former “U of M” parking lot area below spans #2 - 5 has been
barricaded from use while the parking lot area below spans #11 & 12 continues to be used
by Metal Matic Inc employees. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is stockpiling river debris
material below span #8 this material is approximately 10 to 15 feet below the bottom truss
diagonals (2003). The navigation light maintenance catwalk, which is below the median of
the truss spans, is being accessed by graffiti “artists” at pier #5.
De-icing System: In 1999, an automated de-icing system was installed on the deck, with
spray nozzles installed in the deck and railings and a pump house/control room was
constructed at the NW approach corner.
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BRIDGE SNOOPER FIELD INVESTIGATION
Northbound & southbound inspection notes are combined. Plans have beams numbered from the
east. Exterior of west rail, east & west coping have conduit full length of bridge.
South Abutment:
Type H: strip seal deck joint above. [1995] Bearings are corroded and in full contraction from hinge
failure in span #2, and tipping of pier #1. The seat area is cracked and discolored. [1998] SBL Gland
was patched using an experimental joint, hot poured seal with wire mesh reinforcement, and fourteen
sliding plate bearing assemblies. [2003] South abutment has 72 LF of random cracks.
Span #1 (Steel Multi-beam):
Span is 53 FT long with 14 beams, 33" deep rolled beams, with welded cover plates with square ends.
[1978] 3 West bays have 300 SF full depth deck patches. [1998] “Stool” concrete is spalling off
adjacent to median beams. [1999] Beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted. [2003] Surface rust: on the
beams. [96/2005] East fascia beam has section loss, flaking & surface rust on bottom flange.
Pier #1:
10 Fixed; & 4 sliding plate bearing assemblies. Pier consists of 4 concrete columns and cap, with a
railroad crash strut between the columns. [1996] Pier has tipped slightly to the north (measured with
plumb bob). [1999] Bearings 6, 7, 8, &. 9 were re-painted.
Span #2 (Steel Multi-beam):
Span is 72 FT long with 14 beams; 33" rolled beams with welded cover plates, some with square end
welded cover plates, the beams transition to 48" welded beams north of the hinge joint. [1978] 350
SF: full depth deck repairs. [1997] Conduit is loose below median. [1998] “Stool” concrete is spalling
off adjacent to median beams. [1999] Beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted. [96/2003] Bottom flange at
girder transitions & at hinge has section loss, flaking rust. [2005] East fascia beam has section loss,
flaking & surface rust on bottom flange. Beam #11 has peeling paint on the bottom flange.
Hinge Joint (12 ft. South of Pier #2):
Hinge joint has open finger joint above. [1999] Hinge area re-painted. [2000] Beam-ends have section
loss, moderate surface pitting; debris has begun to build up
on hinge area. Additionally, the tops of the beam ends are
contacting at the top flange or at the web along this joint.
[94/2005] All hinge assemblies are expanded beyond
tolerance; sliding plates extend 4" or more beyond the base
plates, reducing bearing capacity. At beam #10, the sliding
plate has tipped, falling off the base plate, and is preventing
the joint from opening. [2005] Hinges should be flushed.

Sliding Plate @ West Fascia
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Sliding Plate @ Beam 5 NBL

Sliding Plate @ Beam 6 NBL

Pier #2:
Pier consists of four concrete columns, 14 sliding plate bearing assemblies, and cap, with a railroad
crash strut between the columns. [97/2000] Bearings have surface rust corrosion; east end of cap has
6 SF of delamination. [1999] Bearings 6, 7, 8, &. 9 re-painted. [2003] East end of cap, on south face
has 2 SF of delamination, & 10 SF of map cracking.
Span #3 (Steel Multi-beam):
Over Bluff St. Span is 110 FT long with fourteen, 48" deep welded plate beams. [1978] The 3 west
bays have some full depth deck patches. [1997] Second bay from east has 20 SF of leaching map
cracks. [1998] “Stool” concrete: spalling off adjacent to median beams. [1999] Beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 repainted. Diaphragm line: north of pier #2, diaphragms were lowered, although the connections have
a “positive moment” configuration stiffeners welded to the top flange, no cracks. Refer to Appendix
“A” First Diaphragm South of Pier #3 graph for crack locations, description & repair to the
diaphragm line. [2005] East & west fascia beam has section loss, flaking & surface rust on bottom
flange.
Pier #3:
10 fixed plate, and four sliding plate bearing assemblies. Pier has four concrete columns and a cap.
[1999] Bearings 6, 7, 8, &. 9 were re-painted. Vertical stiffener working: at girder 11.
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Span #4 (Steel Multi-beam):
Over contract parking lot (no access) & Bluff St. Span is 110 FT long with fourteen 48" deep welded
plate beams. [1978] Second & third bays from the east have full depth deck repairs. [1998] Underside
of deck has 200 LF of transverse leaching cracks, 200 SF of spall with exposed rebar below a
transverse poured joint, full width of deck. [1999] Beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted. Diaphragms
lowered, even though the connections
have a “positive moment” configuration.
Stiffeners are welded to the top flange.
Refer to Appendix “A” First
Diaphragm North of Pier #3 graph
for crack locations, description & repair
to the diaphragm line. [1998/99]
Diaphragms lowered with strain gauges
placed on beams #2 & 6 (first

diaphragm Line South of Pier #4).

[2000] Fourth bay from west has 20 SF
of severe leaching. [2005] East fascia
beam has section loss, flaking & surface
rust on bottom flange.
Water Saturation SBL Bays 9 & 10

Pier #4:
14 Sliding plate expansion bearing assemblies. [1997] Bearings have surface rust. Pier consists of 4
concrete columns and cap. [1999] Bearings 6, 7, 8, &. 9 were re-painted.
Span #5 (Multi-beam/Deck Truss):
Over contract parking lot; span is 109 FT long with fourteen, 48" deep welded plate beams bolted
onto the crossbeam. [1978] Underside of deck is leaching at the finger joint, has two full depth
patches in the west bays. [1996] 4 conduit clamps missing on NB fascia beam. Median girder has
impact damage from parking lot below. [1998] Bay just east of median has severe spalling on “stool”
and the adjacent deck is cracked. [1999]
Beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted. Refer
to Appendix “A” First Diaphragm
North of Pier #4 graph for crack
locations, description & repair to the
diaphragm line.

Water Saturation NBL Bays 2, 3 & 4
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Multi-beam Spans Looking South

MAIN TRUSS (EAST TRUSS)
Crossbeam:
[1986] The SE rocker bearing froze, damaging the east end of the crossbeam, resulting in cracked
web stiffeners. The bridge was jacked
up. I-35W was closed to traffic. SE
CROSSBEAM & FLOORBEAM GAP (EAST END)
rocker pin was replaced, cracks in two
stiffeners were welded and drilled out,
Date
Measurement
and bracing was added between the
September, 1998
16-⅝"
crossbeam and beams #3 & 4.
April,
1999
1713/16"
[1998/99] Crossbeam was repainted;
April,
2000
18"
the side facing the finger joint has
section loss.
September, 2001
18-1/16"
June, 2003
16-⅞"
Panel Point #0 (Beginning of East Truss):
Expansion joint has open finger joint above. [1998] Drain troughs removed. [1998/99] End
floorbeam was repainted; pitting at connection, section loss at the base of the stiffeners. [1999]
Rubber “skirts” installed below the
finger joint. [2000] Rubber trough
above rocker bearings filled with
debris; needs to be flushed. [2002]
Panel points 0 to 1 there is water
saturation between stringers 2 thru 4.
[2005] Stringers 2 & 3 have flaking &
surface rust.
Deck Truss Looking North
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Panel Point #1 (East Truss, Pier #5):
[2005] Bottom of truss diagonal L1U0 has flaking & surface rust.
Pier #5:
Bearing assemblies have two “rollernest”. Climbing onto the pier strut at this location accesses the
catwalk. Debris piled at pier strut base allow for unauthorized access. [2002] Bearings show signs of
recent movement.
Span #6 (Deck Truss):
Span is 266 FT long with seven floorbeam trusses. [1997] West River Parkway constructed below
bridge. [1999] Floorbeam truss’s, sway bracing located below the median and beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were
re-painted.
Panel Point #2 (East Truss):
Panel Point #3 (East Truss):
Floorbeam truss, near center, has an undercut weld in the flange.
Panel Point #4 (East Truss Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal deck joint above. [1996] Floorbeam truss bottom chord/vertical member
connection gusset plate has a weld overlap.
[1999] Gland has 1 LF of gland pulled out
at centerline. Junction box cover is missing
at catwalk. [2000] Joint gland at east end
has concrete in. [2005] Pitting, flaking &
surface rust exterior east truss.

Flaking & Surface Rust Exterior East Truss

Panel Point #5 (East Truss):
[1997] Cracked tack weld between the floorbeam truss top chord and a stringer bearing pedestal.
[1999] Tack welds ground out at stringer #3, cracked tack welds remain at stringer #4.
Panel Point #6 (East Truss):
[1994] Floorbeam truss top chord, bottom flange, has a poor quality weld at the end of a connection
plate. [1999] Stringer #5 bearing pedestal has a cracked tack weld. [2003] Top chord of the
floorbeam truss, just east of east truss, has an old dent on the top flange.
Panel Point #7 (East Truss):
[2003] Top chord of the floorbeam truss, just east of east truss, has an old dent on the top flange.
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Panel Point #8 (East Truss Pier #6 Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal and deck drain above. [1999] Missing bolt replaced. Vertical truss member has
pitting, section loss, moderate flaking
rust. Floorbeam bottom chord & middle
bracing connection plate has pitting,
moderate section loss, severe flaking
rust. Middle bracing connection plate
has ½" spread from pack rust.
Underside of the deck has 50 SF of
water saturation. [94/2003] Joint is
leaking, small hole & membrane has
pulled out. Stringer #4: one bolt broken
off at south floorbeam connection.
Stringer #2 (south side): bearing block
has rotated 90°.
Stringer #2 Bearing Block Rotated

Stringer #4 Bolt Missing

Plugged Horizontal Drain
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Median Drain Plugged

Pier #6 (Downtown, West Bank of Mississippi):
Pier consists of two concrete columns with a pier wall at the base, two “rollernest” bearing
assemblies. [1997] Bearings have surface rust, moderate
corrosion and show no signs of movement. Deck drain
downspouts are clogged, top & bottom at median. [2004]
Typical condition & rust at floorbeam connection near
deck drain at connection L8.

Floorbeam Truss Condition

Span #7 (Deck Truss):
Span is 456 FT long with 12 floorbeam trusses. [1999] Floorbeam truss’s, sway bracing located below
the median and the beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted.
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Panel Point #9 (East Truss):
[2003] Floorbeam bottom chord connection plate has a cracked tack weld on the south side.
Underside of the deck has 20 SF of water saturation.
Panel Point #10 (East Truss):
Red navigation light for Mississippi river channel. [1999] Strain gauges installed on truss top chord
member U9/U10, L9/U10 &L9/L10 from U of M research project.
Panel Point #11 (East Truss):
Section loss: at gusset plate bottom chord. [2004] Pitting: inside gusset plate connection at L11
toward L10. [2000/05] Stringer #3 has two bolts
missing at the floorbeam connection.

Pitting at L11/L10 Connection

Bolts Missing @ Floorbeam Connection
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Panel Point #12 (East Truss):
[1999] Truss bottom chord member L12/L13 has a cracked tack weld at an interior stiffener. [2004]
Ground out pit from past inspection.

Weld Ground Out

Panel Point #13 (East Truss):
Water from deck drains fall directly into river. [1999] Truss bottom chord member L13/L14 has
cracked tack welds at two interior stiffeners. [99/2002] Bottom chord gusset plate has section loss,
flaking & pack rust. [2004] Bottom chord
member L13/L14 has cracked tack weld at
diaphragm tab. Cracked tack weld at diaphragm
tab member L13/U14. See photos. [2006]
Bottom chord member L13/L14 has a missing
bird cover.

Condition @ Bottom Chord Connection
Member L13/U14 Cracked Tack Weld
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Panel Point #14 (East Truss Midspan Stringer Joint):
Strip seal expansion joint on the deck. Sway frame rusty. [1999] Truss bottom chord member
L14/L13' has a cracked tack weld at an interior stiffener.
[2002/03] Floorbeam bottom chord & middle bracing
connection plate has ½" pack rust. Underside of the deck
has 4 SF of delamination. [2004] Bottom chord member
L14/L13' cracked tack weld at diaphragm tab.

Member L14/L13' Cracked Tack Weld

Panel Point #13' (East Truss):
Floorbeam truss top chord has a ground out spot near stringer #4. [1996] Truss bottom chord
member L13'/L12' has a cracked tack weld
at an interior stiffener. [2003] Truss bottom
chord connection plate has ½" pack rust.
Underside of the deck has 20 SF of water
saturation. [2004] Bottom chord member
L13'/L12' has cracked tack weld at
diaphragm tab.

Member L13'/L12' Cracked Tack Weld
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Panel Point #12' (East Truss):
[1998] Truss bottom chord member L12'/L11' has a cracked tack weld at an interior stiffener.
[99/2003] Underside of the deck has 65 SF
of water saturation. [2004] Bottom chord
member L12'/L11' two cracked tack weld at
diaphragm tab.

Member L12'/L11' Cracked Tack Weld

Panel Point #11' (East Truss):
Panel Point #10' (East Truss):
[2003] Underside of the deck has 1 SF of spall with exposed rebar. Light pole, W5L3, has 1 LF crack.
Panel Point #9' (East Truss):
Water from deck drains fall onto the steel & directly into river. [2002] Bottom chord member
L9'/L8' has section loss, flaking rust.
Panel Point #8' (East Truss Pier #7 Stringer Joint):
Red navigation light for Mississippi river channel. Type H: strip seal expansion joint on the deck.
[93/2003] Floorbeam truss has section loss, moderate flaking rust. North side: bolts replaced with
“threaded-rod” at stringer #4, bolts replaced at stringer #5. Underside of the deck has 80 SF of
water saturation.
Pier #7 (East Bank of Mississippi):
Two fixed bearing assemblies. Pier consists of two concrete columns with a pier wall at the base.
[1997] West column has a full height, leaching crack on the south face.
Span #8 (Deck Truss):
Span is 266 FT long with seven floorbeam trusses. [1999] Floorbeam truss’s, sway bracing located
below the median and the beams 6, 7, 8, & 9 were re-painted.
Panel Point #7' (East Truss):
[2003] Underside of the deck has 240 SF of water saturation, & 80 SF of delamination.
Panel Point #6' (East Truss):
[1996/98] Stinger #4 connection to the floorbeam truss is “working”. The SW bolt is loose. [2003]
Underside of the deck has 10 SF of water saturation.
Panel Point #5' (East Truss):
[2001] Underside of the deck has 30 SF of water saturation.
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Panel Point #4' (East Truss Stinger Joint):
Type H: strip seal expansion joint on the deck. Truss diagonal member U4'/L3' has backer bars
along the interior edges. [01/04] Strip seal has
3 LF of gland pulled out. Truss connection
plates, the top chord, and floorbeam have
moderate section loss, severe flaking rust.
Bottom connection plates have ½" pack rust.

Top Floorbeam Truss Condition

Top Floorbeam Truss Condition

Bottom Floorbeam Truss Condition
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Bottom Floorbeam Truss Condition

Bottom Truss Condition

Panel Point #3' (East Truss):
Center lane has road sensors on the deck surface. Top chord of the floorbeam truss has an
“incomplete” weld along the top edge of the web reinforcement plate.
Panel Point #2' (East Truss):
Overhead sign mounted on exterior railings. [1999] Deck in bay #3 has 100 SF of water saturation.
[2003] Bottom connection plates
have flaking rust. [2004] Area
underneath overhead sign has 100
SF of water saturation. [2005] North
support beam stringer has severe
section loss at end.

North Support Beam Stringer
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Pier #8:
Two “rollernest” bearing assemblies, have surface rust. [2000/05] East truss rocker shows recent
movement. Pier consists of two concrete columns connected by an upper strut. Columns have
concrete “jackets” around them with vertical cracks.
Panel Point #1' (East Truss Pier #8):
[2000] Bottom of truss above bearing has graffiti. [2005] Bottom of deck deteriorated.
Panel Point #0' (End of East Truss):
Joint has open finger joint above. [1998] Drain troughs removed. [1999] Rubber “skirts” installed
below the finger joint. [2000] Rubber trough
above rocker bearings filled with debris, need
to be flushed. [1998/99] Floorbeam re-painted,
side facing finger joint has section loss with
holes in web stiffeners. [1998] North face,
directly above east rocker bearing, has two
horizontal welds between stiffener plates. They
have cracked through entirely. [2004] Finger
joint in the SB right lane and shoulder has
been ground down to prevent the snow plows
catching on the joint.

Deck Truss Looking South

Crossbeam:
[1992] North face has crack in the crossbeam web stiffener, above the rocker at the beam #12
connection. This was drilled out. [1997/98] North face: weld above east rocker bearing, between the
horizontal & center vertical stiffener, has cracked
through entirely. Weld end at the crossbeam web
Web Stiffener Crack Northwest Side
was partially drilled out. [1998] North face has
cracks at both ends of the horizontal stiffener,
above rocker bearing. They were drilled out with
two small holes drilled in crossbeam web at each
location. Bracing installed between crossbeam,
above east rocker, and beams #3 & 5. [1998/99]
Crossbeam re-painted. Side facing finger joint
has section loss, with pitting at base of stiffeners.
[1999] Bolted connection between beam #12
and the crossbeam was re-tensioned. Connection
had been “working” ** [2000] Gap between
crossbeam & floorbeam (at rocker bearing) was 3-⅝" at
40º F. [2001003] Gap between crossbeam & floorbeam
(at rocker bearing) was 3-½”. [2005] Movement at
east bearing.
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Web Stiffener Crack Northeast Side

MAIN TRUSS SPAN (WEST TRUSS)
Panel Point #0 (End Floorbeam End of West Truss):
Open finger joint on the deck. [1998] Drain troughs removed. [1999] Rubber “skirts” installed below
the finger joint. [2000] Rubber trough above
Gap between Crossbeam & Floorbeam (East End)
rocker bearings: filled with debris, needs to be
Date
Measurement
flushed. [1997] Floorbeam horizontal stiffener
September, 1998
16-⅝"
is bent directly above the rocker bearing.
April, 1999
17-13/16"
[1998/99] Floorbeam re-painted, side facing
April, 2000
18"
finger joint has section loss, pitting. [2004]
September, 2001
18-1/16"
Truss, top chord exterior connection plate has
June,
2003
16-⅞"
⅛" deep section loss with pitting. SW rocker
bearing has no movement. *[2000] Gap between crossbeam & floorbeam, at west end, measures 16-½".
*[2004] Gap between crossbeam & floorbeam, at west end, measures 14-½".
Panel Point #1 (West Truss Pier #5):
[1994] Diagonal brace, floorbeam to stringer, has a cotter pin missing at the floorbeam truss
connection. [1998] Deck drain detached from downspout, originally drained into storm sewer. [2004]
Truss & floorbeam top chords & interior diaphragms have flaking rust.
Pier #5:
See NB notes. Access ladder to catwalk removed.
Panel Point #2 (West Truss):
[1996] Floorbeam truss member L2/U3 has a welding flaw. [1997] No crack! Magnetic particle
tested. [2004] Truss & floorbeam top chords & interior diaphragms have flaking rust.
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Panel Point #3 (West Truss):
[2004] Truss bottom chord L2/L3 has a nick. Top chord U3/U4 has backer bars tack welded along
the top interior corners of member. See photo.
Bottom chord L4/L5 has no diaphragm tabs,
full weld on side & tack welds on other. See
photo. Diagonal member L3/U4 has 4
diaphragms with tabs. See photo.

Backer Bars Tack Welded Top Interior

Bottom Chord Full Weld on Diaphragm

Diaphragm at Member L3 U4
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Panel Point #4 (West Truss Stringer Joint):
Strip seal expansion joint on the deck, [1998] Stringer #10: bolt replaced at south floorbeam, truss
connection. [2000] Lighting conduit is held up with tie wire. [2004] Stringer #11 floorbeam
connection has moderate flaking rust. Truss top
chord has flaking rust. Floorbeam top chord,
stiffener under stringer #10 has cracked tack
weld & is working. Top chord U4/U5 has backer
bars tack welded along the top interior corners
of member. See photo. Bottom chord L4/L5 has
no diaphragm tabs, full weld on side and tack
welds on other. See photo.

Backer Bars Tack Welded Top Interior

Bottom Chord Full Weld on Diaphragm

Panel Point #5 (West Truss):
Top chord U5/U6 has backer bars tack welded along the top interior corners of member.
[2004] Truss bottom chord, bottom
lateral connection plates have spread
3/16" from pack rust.
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Panel Point #6 (West Truss):
Overhead sign mounted on railing. Floorbeam truss top chord (U5/U4) has gouges in the bottom
flange at the end of the connection plate; the bottom chord of the floorbeam truss has 3 spots
ground out. Floorbeam truss top chord is offset vertically ¼" at the splice from construction.
Panel Point #7 (West Truss):
[2002] Underside of the deck has 20 SF of water saturation at stringer 12 thru 14.
Span #6:
Span is 266 FT long with seven floorbeam trusses.
Pier #6:
See NB notes.
Panel Point #8 (West Truss Pier #6 Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal expansion joint on the deck. Deck drains. [96/2003] Drain clogged at median,
horizontal trough, standing water in east grate. [96/2005] Strip seal gland has 12 LF pulled out in
right gutter line. [2004/05] Vertical member L8/U8, bottom chord, & floorbeam connection plates
have moderate flaking & surface rust from plugged deck drain. [2005] Stringers #10 & #11 have
flaking rust on the north side.
Panel Point #9 (West Truss):
Truss diagonal L9/U8 has a spot ground out.
Panel Point #10 (West Truss):
Truss top chord U10/U9 has two spots ground out. [2005] Vertical ladder to access cat walk.
Stringer #8 has some loose stool concrete.
Panel Point #11 (West Truss):
[1998] Stringer #11 has three bolts replaced at the floorbeam truss connection; the SE bolt is too
short with inadequate threads. Stringer has lifted 3/32" off the bearing block on the south side.
Stringer #3 has tack welds ground out.
Panel Point #12 (West Truss):
[1996] Bottom chord member L12/L13 has a cracked tack weld at the internal stiffener. [2004]
Bottom chord member L12/L13 has a cracked
tack weld (diaphragm #2), (not at diaphragm
tab). See photo.

Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #2
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Panel Point #13 (West Truss):
[1996/99] Bottom chord member L13/L14 has cracked tack welds at two internal stiffeners [1999]
Truss bottom chord/sway frame connection plates have ¾" pack rust. [2004] Diagonal L13/U14 has
corrosion from deck drain. Cracked tack weld
(not at diaphragm tab). Cracked tack weld:
(diaphragm #3), (not at diaphragm tab), (entire
tack weld broken cleanly).
L13/U14 Corrosion @ Diaphragm

Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #2

Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #2
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Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #3

Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #3

Panel Point #14 (West Truss Midspan Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal deck joint above. Deck drains on both sides. [1994] Stringer #11 has section loss,
flaking rust near the joint from gland pulled out above. Tack welds along the sway frame/truss,
bottom chord, and gusset plate. [1999]
Bottom chord member L14/L13' has a
cracked tack weld at an interior stiffener.
[2003] Stringer #14 connection, south side
of the floorbeam, has a cracked tack weld.
[2004] Bottom chord member L14/L13' has
internal tack welds (full length) at interior
diaphragm. Upper chord member U14/U13'
has corrosion from deck drain. See photo.
[2005] Strip seal gland has 10 LF pulled out.
[2006] Reversible diagonal member
U14/L13 has section loss with severe flaking
rust.
Flaking Rust at Stringer #11
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Member L14/L13 Corrosion

Panel Point #13' (West Truss):
[2004] Upper chord member U13'/U12' (diaphragm #2) has no tabs, diaphragm is welded (full
length) one side only. Bottom chord
member L13'/L12': cracked tack weld
Full Length Weld @ Diaphragm #2
(diaphragm #1), (not at diaphragm tab),
(clean break). See photo #2.

Cracked Tack Weld @ Diaphragm #1
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Panel Point #12' (West Truss):
Truss diagonal member U12'/L13' has 3 “nicks”. The truss bottom chord L12'/L13' has a nick.
Panel Point #11' (West Truss):
Nick in the truss bottom chord L11'/L12'
Panel Point #10' (West Truss):
[1994] Stringer #13: loose bolt at floorbeam truss connection. Top chord (U10'/U11') has 6 nicks on
the exterior, 15 ft. south of U10'. [2005] Pitting bottom sway frame, 1" diameter holes intermediate &
horizontal bracing.
Panel Point #9' (West Truss):
[2001] Truss bottom chord/sway frame connection (gusset plates) has section loss, pitting, heavy
flaking rust.
Span #7 (Deck Truss):
Span is 456 FT long with 12 floorbeam trusses.
Pier #7:
See NB notes. [2002] West column has vertical leaching cracks.
Panel Point #8' (West Truss Pier #7 Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal deck joint above. [1996] Below stringer #13, the diagonal brace between top and
bottom chord of the floorbeam truss is bent,
from original construction. [1998] Stringer
Pitting @ Center Sway Bracing
#11: bolt replaced at floorbeam truss
connection. [2001] Truss bottom chord/sway
frame connection (gusset plates) has section
loss with heavy flaking rust. [2002] Truss
bottom chord, L8'/L9', has section loss with
heavy flaking rust. [2004/05] Sway bracing
center horizontal has 3" x 8" severe pitting &
½" diameter hole; bottom sway bracing has a
2" x 3" hole between stringer #11 & stringer
#10. See photos. [2005] Strip seal gland has 5
LF pulled out & is leaking onto the crossbeam
below, between stringer 10 & 11.

Hole in Bottom Member of Sway Bracing
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Panel Point #7' (West Truss):
[1997] Top chord/floorbeam truss connection has a cracked tack weld on the diaphragm. [1999]
Wind bracing gusset plate, at stringer #14 has loose bolts. [2002] Stringer #14 was installed crooked.
Panel Point #6' (West Truss):
[96/98] Stringer #11, one bolt replaced in 1998 at the floorbeam connection. [1997] Stringer #10,
the two south bolts are loose at the floorbeam connection. [99/2003] Stringer #9, south face, has
one bolt loose at the floorbeam connection. [2004] Stringer #11 has one loose bolt south side. [2006]
Vertical truss tension member L6'/U6': flanges show out of plan bending.
Panel Point #5' (West Truss):
[2002] Sprayer fitting corroded.
Panel Point #4' (West Truss Stringer Joint):
Type H: strip seal deck joint above. Truss diagonal member U4'/L3' has backer bars along interior
edges. [1999] Two cracked tack welds at elevation block underneath Stinger #11. [2003] Floorbeam
truss bottom chord at Stringer #11 connection: have section loss, pitting, moderate flaking and
surface rust.
Panel Point #3' (West Truss):
The floorbeam truss, top flange of upper chord, has an ugly weld below the connection to stringer
#11. [2003] Stringer #12 has connection bolts “working”.
Panel Point #2' (West Truss):
Overhead sign on bridge, mounted on exterior railings. [2002] Bolts are “working” at stringer #11.
Span #8 (Deck Truss):
Span is 266 FT long with seven floorbeam trusses. [2002] Underside of the deck has 150 SF of water
saturation and numerous full depth repairs.
Pier #8:
See NB notes. [1999] West truss bearing shows signs of recent movement.
Panel Point #1' (West Truss Pier #8):
Panel Point #0' (End Floorbeam Beginning West of Truss):
Open finger joint on the deck. [1996] Floorbeam/truss connection has section loss, severe corrosion
with surface pitting on plates & bolts. [1997] Conduit running along catwalk is hanging loose, and has
pulled out at the floorbeam. [1998] Drain troughs removed. [1998/99] Floorbeam re-painted. Side
facing finger joint has section loss on stiffeners. [1999] Rubber “skirts” installed below the finger
joint. [2000] Rubber trough above rocker bearings filled with debris; needs to be flushed. [2002] High
spots of fingers torched off right lane & shoulder.
Crossbeam:
[1998/99] Crossbeam re-painted. Side facing finger joint has section loss. [1999] Bolted connection
between beam #12 and the crossbeam was re-tensioned. Connection had been “working”. [2000]
Gap between crossbeam & floorbeam, at rocker bearing, measured at 3-9/16".[2001/03] Gap between crossbeam &
floorbeam, at rocker bearing, measured at 3-½".
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Span #9 (Multi-beam):
Span is 168 FT long with one floorbeam truss at pier #8, fifteen 48" deep welded plate girders bolted
onto the crossbeam. Multi-beam spans resume. NB has 8 girders. SB has 7 girders. There are two
active railroad tracks below. [1999] Refer to
Appendix “A” First Diaphragm South of
Diaphragm Crack @ Bottom Cope Girder #1C
Pier #9 graph for crack locations, description
& repair to the diaphragm line. Girders 6, 7, 8,
9, & 10 are re-painted. Lateral bracing welded
to web & stiffener. [2003] Bottom of deck has
conduit on the east side. [2004] Girder 1C
(NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cope,
NE side measures 2" (“front face”) and NW
side measures 2-½"(“Back face”). Girder 3
(NBL), crack at the diaphragm bottom cutout,
measures 1-½" (both sides). [1998/2004]
Girder #3 has a “tear” in the girder’s web at
the diaphragm girder connection. The “tear”
measured 42" long on one side and 12" long
on the other, was caused by out of plane
bending between the diaphragm and the girder.
Girder Connection Lowered & Girder Web
Repaired with Splice Plate. [2002/06] Underside
of deck has 260 SF of water saturation, & 4 SF
of delamination. [2006] Girder #12 has paint
failure from leaking de-icing system.

Diaphragm Crack @ Bottom Cope Girder #3

Water Saturation SB Bays 12, 13 & 14
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Water Saturation NB Bays 3 & 4

Web “Tear” G #3 @ Diaph Looking West

Web “Tear” G #3 @ Diaph Looking East
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Pier #9:
Plate bearing assemblies have 13 fixed, and four sliding.
Pier consists of four columns and cap, with a railroad crash
strut between the columns. 2 Deck drain: downspouts.
[1969] East column damaged by train derailment: the
column has minor scrapes and spalls, downspout had to be
reconnected. [1999] Bearings 9, 10, 11, &. 12 were repainted. [2004/05] West vertical & median deck drain
plugged.

Median Drain Plugged Pier 9

Span #10 (Steel Multi-beam):
Span is 94 FT long with 17 steel beams. NB has 10 beams; SB has 7 beams (the welded beams
transition from 48" to 33" depth just north of
pier #9) with active railroad tracks below. One
track splits into two. Refer to Appendix “A”
First Diaphragm North of Pier #9 graph for
crack locations, description & repair to the
diaphragm line. [1999] Beams 9, 10, 11, & 12
were re-painted. Diaphragms were inverted &
lowered, even though the beam connections
have a “positive moment” configuration.
Connections welded to top flange. [2003]
Conduit: at east side bottom of deck. [2000]
Beam #6 appears to be “working” at the top
connection. [2004/06] Underside of the deck has
550 LF of transverse leaching cracks, 500 SF of
water saturation, & 8 SF of delamination.

Girder #10 Vertical Stiffener/Girder Web
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Girder #10 Vertical Stiffener/Girder Web

Water Saturation SB Bays 12, 13 & 14

Water Saturation NB Bays 5, 6 & 7
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Pier #10:
Pier has 5 columns & cap with a railroad crash strut between the columns and 18 sliding plate
expansion bearings. [1999] Bearings 9, 10, 11, & 12 were re-painted. [2003] North face of cap has 20
SF of delamination.
Span #11 (Steel Multi-beam):
Span is 68 ft. long with 18 steel beams.
Northbound has 11 beams; southbound has
7 beams, and the parking lot below. [1999]
Beams 9, 10, 11, & 12 were re-painted.
Connections welded to top flange.
Diaphragms were inverted & lowered, even
though the beam connections have “positive
moment” configuration. [2003] Conduit: east
side bottom of deck. [2004] 50 SF of water
saturated deck underneath.

Water Saturation SB bays 15 & 16

Pier #11:
Beginning: NB off ramp to University Avenue. (Br. #9340A starts here). Type H: strip seal deck joint
above. The pier consists of seven columns & cap and 18 sliding plate expansion bearings. [1998]
Extensive shotcrete repairs on pier cap, water stained. [1999] Sliding plate bearings for the steel
beams were re-painted. [95/2000] Gland is leaking in several locations (NB & SB). [2000] West
column has 1 SF spall. [2004] Cover plate is missing from “J” barrier east rail NBL. [2006] Strip seal
is closed to ¾". Shotcrete repair is map cracking. All bearings have moderate corrosion. 3 Under
deck lights north face cap.
Span #12 (Concrete Voided Slab Span):
The slab span consists of 15 sliding plate bearings (voided slab). Parking lot: below. [1998] Shotcrete
repairs along the median and exterior copings.
Pier #12:
Pier consists of 6 columns (integral with the slab span deck, no bearings). 3 Under deck lights south
face cap.
Span #13 (Concrete Voided Slab Span):
2nd St. below, under deck light EB. [1998] Shotcrete repairs along the median and exterior copings.
[2006] Underside of the deck has 10 SF of water saturation.
Pier #13:
Pier consists of 6 columns (integral with the slab span deck, no bearings).
Span #14 (Concrete Voided Slab Span):
North slope is below. [1998] Shotcrete repairs were done along median and exterior copings. [2006]
Underside of the deck has 12 SF of water saturation & 4 SF of delamination. 2 Under deck lights.
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North Abutment:
Type H: strip seal deck joint above with 14 sliding plate bearing assemblies. [2000] NB joint leaking
at both ends. Bearings are rusty. [2006] Strip seal is closed to ¾".

PREVIOUS SNOOPER INSPECTIONS
2005
2004

Ken Rand, Mark Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Vance Desens, Pete Wilson, Mike Palmer
Mark Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Vance Desens, Pete Wilson, Jim Flannigan,
John Miller (City of Mpls)
2003 Mark Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Vance Desens, Pete Wilson, Bill Nelson
2002* Mark Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson, Jerry Oldeen, Bruce Anderson,
Mike Palmer
2001 Marl Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Vance Desens, Ken Rand, Mike Palmer
2000 Mark Pribula, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson, Marc Beucler, Mike Palmer,
Wayne Tennison Pete Wilson, George Morelli, Rebecca Lane
1999 Kurt Fuhrman, Bill Nelson, Ken Rand, Mike Schadegg, Pete Wilson
1998 Mark Pribula, Terry Moravec, Eric Evens, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson,
Jerry Anderson
1997* Mark Pribula, Terry Moravec, Eric Evens, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson,
John Peterson
1996 Terry Moravec, Eric Evens, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson
1994 Terry Moravec, Kurt Fuhrman, Pete Wilson
1993 Terry Moravec, Chas Martin, Tom Waks
1991 Chester Martin, Chas Martin, Jerry Anderson
1988 Chester Martin
*Denotes an “In-Depth” Inspection
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APPENDEIX A

DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS

DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS

First Diaphragm South of Pier #3
G1 (East Fascia NB) [99/2000] ¼" crack on top of interior stiffener weld. [2006] No
change.
G2 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G3 (NB) * [1998] Two ¼" intersecting diagonal holes drilled in top of stiffener welds.
[2003] No crack.
G4 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G5 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G6 (NB) [1998] One 2" hole drilled in web. [2000] Other end of crack is turning
downward into the web & was drilled out. Crack is contained.
G7 (NB)* [1998] One 2" hole drilled in web & other end of crack was ground out. [2003]
The ground out end is cracked, visible on both sides web, should be drilled out. [2006]
½" crack exterior beyond drilled hole.
G8 (SB)
G9 (SB)
G10 (SB)
G11 (SB)
G12 (SB) * [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web & 1 hole drilled in stiffener. [1999] Crack
extends 1" beyond the hole (ground out). [2003] No change.
G13 (SB)
G14 (West Fascia SB)* [1998] One 2" hole drilled in web. [2000] ¾" horizontal crack on
exterior flange/web weld (may eventually need drilling), small diagonal crack @ top of
interior stiffener weld. [2003] No change.

DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS

First Diaphragm North of Pier #3
*Denotes original 1998 crack locations

G1 (East Fascia NB)
G2 (NB) Strain gauges on both faces.
G3 (NB)* [98/2000] West side, top flange web weld has ½" crack. Eastside, stiffener
weld has a small crack. [2003] No change.
G4 (NB)* [1999] West face, top of stiffener weld small crack, drill out.
G5 (NB)* [2003] Small crack at the top of stiffener weld.
G6 (NB)* [1999] Small crack at top of stiffener weld. Strain gauges on the east face.
[2003] No change.
G7 (NB)* [2003] Small crack at the top of the interior stiffener weld.
G8 (SB)
G9 (SB)
G10 (SB)
G11 (SB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G12 (SB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G13 (SB)
G14 (SB)
G15 (West Fascia SB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
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DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS
First Diaphragm North of Pier #4
*Denotes original 1998 crack locations

G1 (East Fascia NB)
G2 (NB)
G3 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G4 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G5 (NB)
G6 (NB)
G7 (NB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. [2001/03] Both sides, small crack at top of
stiffener weld.
G8 (SB)
G9 (SB)
G10 (SB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack is contained.
G11 (SB) [99/2000] Small crack at top of stiffener weld. [2003] No change.
G12 (SB)* [1998] Two 2" holes drilled in web & ¼" hole drilled in stiffener weld. Crack
is contained.
G13 (SB) [99/2000] Small crack at top of stiffener weld. [2003] No change.
G14 (West Fascia SB) [1999] Small crack at top of interior stiffener weld. [2003] No
change.

DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS

First Diaphragm South of Pier #9
*Denotes original 1998 crack locations

G1 (East Fascia NB) [2000] Exterior top flange/web weld has a ½" indication. [03] No
change.
G1C (NB)
G2 (NB)* [1998] 4 ft. long inverted “U” shaped crack in web (reinforced with bolted
plates).
G3 (NB)
G4 (NB)* [98/2000] Small crack in top flange/web weld. [03] No change.
G5 (NB)
G6 (NB)
G7 (NB)
G8 (SB)
G9 (SB)* [1998] Crack in top of stiffener weld. [2003] No change.
G10 (SB)
G11 (SB)* [98/2000] Small crack in top of stiffener weld (east side). [03] No change.
G12 (SB).* [98/2000] Small crack in top of stiffener weld (east side). [03] No change.
G13 (SB):
G14 (West Fascia SB)
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DIAPHRAGM CRACK LOCATIONS
First Diaphragm North of Pier #9
*Denotes original 1998 crack locations

G1 (East Fascia NB)
G1B (NB) Stiffeners are welded to the top flange (positive moment).
G1C (NB)
G1D (NB)Stiffeners are welded to the top flange (positive moment)
G2 (NB)
G3 (NB)
G4 (NB* [2000] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack contained.
G5 (NB) * [2000] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack contained.
G6 (NB)
G7 (NB)
G8 (SB) [2006] Top of west stiffener is working.
G9 (SB)* [98/2000] Crack in top flange/web weld & top of west stiffener weld.
G10 (SB)* [2000] Crack in top flange/ web weld (east side) [2005] No change.
G11 (SB)* [2000] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack contained.
G12 (SB).* [2000] Two 2" holes drilled in web. Crack contained.
G13 (SB)
G14 (West Fascia SB)
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TRUSS DIAGRAM
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TRUSS DIAGRAM
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